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■ THE STORY The Land of Bandray appears after the end of the world, but as a new world is being
established, we are still in the middle of the Lands Between. ▼ Tale of Bandray A young man named
Ryui sets out to end the War, a violent conflict between humans and elves. The War hinders the
development of the Bandray ■ THE VITUAL WORLD ▼ Battles In this world, battles between human
and elf troops, and the like, occur fairly frequently. Players must destroy the enemy to defeat them
in battle, and victory in the war is obtained by conquering the enemy. ▼ Dungeons In the Lands
Between, there are many massive and complex dungeons that span vast areas. In the Dungeons,
players must conquer monsters and get a chance to perform quests, while gaining power to
overcome the dangers within. ▼ Life of the Beast Human and elf animals have been co-existing
together since ancient times. In the Beastlife system, players can raise and train beasts, which
allows the player to ride, carry, and use them in battle. With powerful beasts, the player can conquer
the mountains, the sky, and the seas. ■ THE GAMEPLAY ◆ Players’ Physical Skills and Tactics A
powerful physical attack is the primary way to attack in battles. And, the more powerful your
equipped weapon is, the faster the attack, and the more damage is dealt. By collecting more EXP
points, you can learn new skills that will upgrade your physical skills and make them more powerful.
In addition, as you build your character, you can equip various weapons and armor to improve your
characters’ resistance to damage, attack speed, and even increase your attack power. ◆ Skill
System A wide variety of skills are available at your disposal for not only combat but for numerous
other aspects of the game. Each skill has a unique effect, and only through practicing and using skills
can players improve their character’s overall statistics. Skills can be learned in multiple levels at the
game’s discretion, allowing players to freely develop their characters. Each character has its own set
of skills, and the skills that can be acquired depend on the type of character. ▼ Skill Conversion
System Convert a skill obtained from another character, or you can use a certain skill for multiple
characters. You can also use skill points
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Features Key:

Various Game Mechanics Implemented:

* A wide character creation screen which allows you to freely customize your weapon, armor, and
magic * Different battle systems for different fields, from small-scale, close-range fights to large-
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scale, long-distance battles * High-quality voice acting * Daily Life and Trading Options to Impress
Others and Increase Your Favorable Finder * Various Events and Random Battles * Exclusive boss
monsters and cut-in fights where you will have to fight powerful monsters appear around certain
towns * A Tarnished Soul which can be activated to allow you to collect items and weapons from the
dead souls * A vast world full of various dungeons. You will meet new, powerful friends in these
dungeons * Collectable images, trophies, and medals

Vast World, Story to Impress, and Daily Life:

* Open World Dungeons * Rich Everyday Life * Various Statuses and Cottage Industries * Highly
Customized Attire * You can unlock as many items as you want

Classic Setting, Living with Tarnished Souls:

* A Stone Age living environment where positive and negative energy converge * You can receive
the power of strange sacred spirits captured from the souls of the dead * Battle, Train, and Unlock
Ability in dungeons * Summon Traps at the Sufferance of Enemies * Prepare Surprises by
Researching Ancient Splicers * Exclusive new enemies and monsters appear

Promotional Propaganda:

* Character Illustrations * Character/Scenario/Bonus Movie Art * Various Postcards in Premium Items

Additional outstanding features include…

Access to a community gathering organization which awards lots of items to players who participate.
Players who frequently participate in the Gratipaw website and don't show up too often at official
events may be disappointed.

A wide range of dungeons which have been updated since launch of the game that will be added
periodically.
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